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HBO ~ Are you listening? I started this series on my birthday late February and waited to write a

review until I finished just today. 11 books later and craving for more. Lucas is a new author to me,

but I can honestly say that I'm looking forward to many more stories in this series, and will be

checking out others as well. Truly wonderful humor (loved the wedding day guys get-together) and

great suspense not to mention all the sexy fun! Balanced writing, even parts that could be

monotonous by other authors flow seamlessly here. Didn't want to put it down but hey, I had to

sleep sometime! I mean it HBO, are you listening? GoT is winding down, THIS is your new number

one.Andrew's acclimation to his post-transition body isn't easy. His senses are sharper, he's bigger,

stronger, and hungrier. Nathalie fears that the changes in the man she loves are more than

physical. Measuring up to this new version of him is going to be a challenge. Carol and Robert are

disillusioned with each other. They are not destined mates, and love is not on the horizon. When

Robert's three months are up, he might be left with nothing to show for his sacrifice.Lana contacts

Anandur with disturbing news; the yacht and its human cargo are in Mexico. Kian must find a way to

apprehend Alex and rescue the women on board without causing an international incident.
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I am always so excited for the next books to come out in this series, and they just keep getting

better and better! Really love Andrew and Nathalie and was great seeing their story progress. I love

how Ms Lucas intertwines the other story lines within these books, so there's always so much to

keep you interested. I read each book in the series the same day they come out because I just can't

put them down. Dying to know more about Carol and Robert, and Eva and Bhathian. Wish we see

more of Mark again too!!!! Highly recommend this book, and every other one in the series too.

About time Andrew transitioned! Now Nathalie can't for a while. I am beginning to think Andrew is a

horn dog! Is sex all he thinks about and most of the time Nathalie can't either. But I love the

development of the characters. Ms Lucas keep on writing and I will keep on reading. The plot

thickens and so cool for all the action! Get it to read and you won't be disappointed!

Can't get enough of this series. The main story is Nathalie finding out she's pregnant and she and

Andrew getting married in the Clan's Scottish castle. Side stories include Robert and Carol coming

home and finding their way. Also Sebastian's father plotting revenge. Can't wait to get the next

book.

This series is so Amazing! Each time I download the next book, I'm hooked on the first few pages

and I can't put it down. The characters are so well rounded and each has their own distinct

personalities. For a huge fan of the paranormal genre, this series is so refreshing with its originality

& the exciting storylines. A must-read for all my fellow paranormal romance fans!

I started this series on my birthday late February and waited to write a review until I finished just

today. 11 books later and craving for more. Lucas is a new author to me, but I can honestly say that

I'm looking forward to many more stories in this series, and will be checking out others as well. Truly

wonderful humor (loved the wedding day guys get-together) and great suspense not to mention all

the sexy fun! Balanced writing, even parts that could be monotonous by other authors flow

seamlessly here. Didn't want to put it down but hey, I had to sleep sometime! I mean it HBO, are

you listening? GoT is winding down, THIS is your new number one.

I've borrowed the series from Kindle Unlimited and then got the audio to listen to while doing other

things. The premise of immortals living incognito among the humans and tying their story with gods



of old isn't really new. But it was entertaining. Then there are the sex scenes...lots of them

especially when you are reading the whole series one after another. They tend to cross over into

erotica but at least these books have a plot and story line. If you are going to read these, it's best to

start at the beginning and read them in order. Each one does not necessarily stand on its own.

I'm really glad that I chose to read the first book in this series. I was hooked fast and couldn't wait to

get to book 10. Now I have to really wait for the next in the series. What is awesome about The

Children of the Gods Paranormal Romance Series is hoe I.T. Lucas keeps bringing in those who

have been introduced before. Really rounds out the books.

Wow, I think this was one of the best stories of the series so far. Andrew and Nathalie are such a

cute couple, the play between them is adorable. The storyline about Alex was great and new

characters coming in, Wow, just awesome.
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